
MARVEL DUEL’S NEW SEASON COMES WITH EXPANSION TO SINGAPORE AND OTHER REGIONS
WITH INTRODUCTION OF NEW FEATURE

October 23, 2020

Hangzhou, China – Oct 23rd,  2020 |  MARVEL Duel,  the  mobile  strategy card game,  will  be  launching across
Singapore, Taiwan, Hong Kong and Macau, where players can find the app on both the App Store and Google Play
store.  Players  can  download and assemble  their  own deck of  Marvel  Super  Heroes  while  competing  with  other
Southeast Asian players.
 

Alongside MARVEL Duel’s expansion across these regions, there will be a brand-new season —Enter The Arena —
available with the Season Pass. This season will include a huge new update, Support Hero, as well as a series of
fantastic rewards. The all-important Leader card offers unique leader skill and different heroes will be able to activate
diverse leader skills to lead their decks to victory. The update launches when the new regional servers go online.
 

ASSEMBLE YOUR DECK, SAVE THE UNIVERSE!

MARVEL Duel will be available in Singapore, Taiwan, Hong Kong, Macau, Thailand, Indonesia, Philippines, and
Malaysia. (MARVEL Duel is not a global release title.)

To learn more about MARVEL Duel, Visit:

Website: https://www.marvelduel.com/

Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/MarvelDuel/

Twitter: https://twitter.com/marvelduel
 



About Marvel Entertainment

Marvel Entertainment, LLC, a wholly-owned subsidiary of The Walt Disney Company, is one of the world's most
prominent character-based entertainment companies, built on a proven library of more than 8,000 characters featured
in a variety of media for over eighty years. Marvel utilizes its character franchises in entertainment, licensing,
publishing, games, and digital media. For more information visit marvel.com. ©2020 MARVEL
 

About NetEase Games

NetEase Games is the online games division of NetEase, Inc. (NASDAQ:NTES; HKEX: 9999), developing and
operating some of the most popular PC-client and mobile games in China. As one of the world's largest incubators of
quality online game content, NetEase Games is dedicated to supporting the growth of innovative studios around the
globe and growing an international presence along the way. To complement its self-developed games and world-class
R&D capabilities, NetEase Games also partners with other industry leaders, including Blizzard Entertainment, Mojang
AB (a Microsoft subsidiary), and other global game developers to operate some of the most popular international
online games in China


